Wild Wild West: The Great Train Heist

Wild Wild West is built on a clever premise by NetEnt, where they take a classic genre and make it more
appealing to a younger, more modern demographic by presenting it in comic-book style.
There’s even more good news.

Wild Wild West Slot - The Great Train Heist
Wild Wild West Slot truly shines in the bonus features department. The highlight here is definitely the Free
Spins mode which can be activated whenever you hit three or more scatter symbols anywhere on the reels
during the main game. 3 scatters give you 10 free spins, 4 scatters 20 free spins and 4 scatters release 20 free
spins respectively.
However before your Free Spins session starts, you’ll be presented with the Wild Selector Wheel on the screen.
Click on the STOP button to stop the arrow from spinning and trigger the Wild feature it lands on.

There four types of Wild symbols that can be selected and activated during Free Spins:
Regular Wild
Expanding Wild
X2 Multiplier Wild
Spreading Wild
What happens next is undoubtedly the most exciting part of the game. A Wild symbol will be randomly overlaid
on symbols on reels 1-3 in every spin, and remains active for the duration of the Free Spins session. If you land
on an Expanding or Spreading Wild, then the Wild symbol will gradually move and cover more symbols on the
reels.
You could technically cover a lot of grid area with Wild symbols if you’re lucky enough!
A betting line pays only if a winning combination of symbols is achieved from the leftmost to the rightmost
reel. A winning betting line pays an amount of coins that’s equal to the value in the paytable multiple by the bet
level. Only the highest win per betting line is paid out.
Pick and Click!
Sure, it can get a bit dizzying if all you did in this game is chasing after Wilds on the Selector Wheel. That's
why the folks at NetEnt also threw in a Pick and Click mini-game to shake things up. The Pick and Click feature
is triggered whenever three bonus symbols appear on the reels during the main game. When this happens, the
rest of the reels go dark and you're presented with a choice of three golden safes, to choose one.
To reveal your prize, click on one of the safes and you'll instantly find out how much you've won. You can only
win one prize each time the feature is activated, and the coin win varies between x5 to x50 your original bet.

